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What's the best kind of movie mom? Good or evil, I like one we sense exists outside the margins of the movie. That's true of any character. They're most interesting when they're so complicated that ...
The 7 best movie moms are loving, sometimes flawed characters
Unbound star Stana Katic (ironcially, Bomer played Superman to Katic's Lois Lane in Unbound ). As with many of the character's recent other-media appearances, the Amazonian aspects of her backstory, ...
Stana Katic on Bringing Wonder Woman to World War II with the Justice Society
Between her soprano notes, sweet spirit, and superb songwriting skills, Asiahn is a treasure that just gets better with time. Not many musicians have ...
Asiahn seeks to heal with 'The Interlude' and spark a conversation around orchestral music in R&B [Interview]
Music of My Mind, Talking Book ... Cecil told Mark Ribowsky, Wonder’s biographer. “And Stevie really did depend on us to make it right. We weren’t just the guys who ran the synthesiser.” ...
Malcolm Cecil obituary
Fox News' Greg Gutfeld analyzes video of an airport brawl, saying that 'what the news denies' is 'where the truth lies' ...
Greg Gutfeld: What the news denies is where the truth lies
Netflix has carved out a niche for itself as the go-to destination for rom-coms and teen movies. To All the Boys I've Loved Before is the intersection of these two categories, a teen rom-com that's ...
Everything We Know About Netflix's Next Big Teen Rom-Com, Along for the Ride
I find it no wonder that the piano is such a popular instrument across so many types ... you would never guess how difficult playing to such a level of musicality can be. Without any sheet music or ...
André Mehmari: Nostalgia in the keys
Searching for tutelage to train students on piano, voice, violin and guitar, though, Bonham found no comprehensive guide. “There was no book on how to learn music theory, appreciation or ...
Eugene-raised Tracy Bonham passing down music passion with Melodeon House's 'Young Maestros: Vol. 1'
Stevie Wonder’s incredible piano-playing abilities ... “They asked for volunteers. None of the guys would volunteer. They were going to have to let him go.” She told Head of A&R Mickey ...
Stevie Wonder name: What is Stevie Wonder's real name? Why did he change it?
From her home in Zurich, Switzerland, Turner wonders out loud ... Kurt Loder still had the tapes from his interviews, from the book “I, Tina.” And after listening to hours and hours ...
In new Tina Turner doc, the legend wonders how to ‘bow out slowly’
it was still nice to see these guys continue to have the same at-bats, not get too frustrated, continue to grind at-bats," Ross said after the game. "That's a positive in my book." Pederson has a ...
Hope for the hitless wonders? Cubs think they're close
Wonder if Confederate Gen ... Simon & Shuster published their first crossword puzzle book April 18, 1924, and as TV audiences learned during the recent 85th Masters Golf Toonament broadcast ...
The unforgettable events of April 18
In the wake of Ray Fisher opening up in a tell-all interview about his experience while making 2017's Justice League movie under director Joss Whedon, Wonder ... there with the guys when they ...
Justice League Star Gal Gadot Breaks Silence on Issues With Joss Whedon
Through the constant monitoring, he starts to wonder ... if you guys can't decide who did what, I'll go to the camera.” I'm probably doing awful psychological damage! Writing this book, I ...
Q&A | Cate Holahan lends insight into her new novel, 'Her Three Lives'
It was a question that I had, and the guys were already clear on wanting to honour Wonder Woman’s mythology ... If you look at the book by Jeannine Davis-Kimball (who was an archaeologist ...
JUSTICE SOCIETY: WORLD WAR II Interview: Stana Katic On Finding Real-Life Inspiration For Her Wonder Woman
Wonder Woman, the prequel to Wonder Woman 1984, is also available on HBO GO, along with other DC Extended Universe blockbusters including Batman V Superman: Dawn Of Justice, Man Of Steel, Suicide ...
Wonder Woman flies back to the ’80s
When you put it all together it sounds wonderful, but during rehearsals you can start to wonder, am I singing ... blues and American songbook standards.” The performance features composers ...
Lack of rehearsal time isn't stopping 'All Night Strut' from being classy, sassy musical celebration
The common denominator among the finalists is these guys ... Foster Wonders is the U.P. unicorn you should have seen coming Top opponent: Pierre Brooks II, Detroit Douglass. Favorite book ...
Meet the 2021 Mr. Michigan Basketball finalists
The poetry of Stevie Wonder. The sweet piano of jazz great Joe Sample ... started his own video production company and even wrote a book, “To My Future #wcw: Letters to My Best Friend and ...
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